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Personal Submission to the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan
14th December 2017

I am pleased to be able to make a submission to this plan. It is clear that there needs to be
forward-thinking strategies to address population growth, infrastructure and service
provision, and housing affordability while at the same time ensuring that liveability and
sustainability measures remain high on the agenda.

The Commission has been tasked, as an independent body, to lead planning across Sydney
and has the ambitious aims of improving productivity,l liveability and sustainability and
creating three 30-minute cities.

I agree with the sentiments but feel there are major issues with independence and critical
thinking that risk politically and ideologically-based policies, plans and projects that will lead
to to poorer outcomes for residents in many areas of Sydney while continuing to enrich
developers, investors and large multinationals.

1. Detail and metrics

Despite the chief commissioner describing the plan as “broad in vision and detailed in its
strategies and actions”, I find it lacking. While I understand that more detail is promised
later, it is important that communities are given the confidence that service delivery and
amenity are guaranteed if significant growth is forced onto certain areas.

I have concerns about the metric and KPI's.
Many of the statistics are based on those supplied by the DPE and many do not reflect the
current housing situation.
The metrics offered to support and monitor objectives also lack detail and some are
concerning in their intent:

- an “annual survey of community sentiment”, for example (p 14) will not ensure great
places or put people at the centre of planning. The NSW government has worked hard to
take people away from planning by diluting local planning controls, proposing unfair
“priority precincts”, declaring unpopular projects as “state significant infrastructure” and
proceeding with work before submissions on EIS and projects are completed.

-the metrics for housing choices and affordability are the “number of councils on track to
deliver housing targets” and the number of councils with affordable rental schemes. These
metrics will not measure the success of affordability, but will help to measure the success of
enforced housing targets. Levels of homelessness, first home buyers, foreign investors in the
housing market, and the price of housing, household income etc will measure affordability.

It is extremely concerning that a KPI the NSW government intends to use to measure the
success of the City-East light rail is the increase in property values along the line.



I am concerned that the plans will be used to enforce unfair housing targets onto councils
without sufficient investigation of capacity, opportunity, need or risks.

There is more in this document about planning to have plans, or “investigating
opportunities”, than actual planning. There is scant detail on mechanisms to deliver key
objectives.
It is difficult to determine where the detail in strategies lies. In the district plans there are
many tables listing what agencies will be responsible for which objectives, but no detail
beyond this.

The metrics and details of this plan need to be strengthened and updated to give
communities more confidence in the process.

Local planning needs to be strengthened and supported so that communities benefit.
While overall plans for the Sydney region are needed to address transport, infrastructure,
growth and green space, the value of local knowledge must be realised.
Strengthening local planning would necessitate banning developers from councils and
ensuring communities are involved in planning decisions and developments.

2. Ideology and independence

There has been a lot of political rhetoric about “development fatigue”, which reveals a real
mismatch between community expectations and political planning.

There is widespread evidence that communities and experts are ANGRY about development:
-multiple letters in the SMH daily
-a stream of columns and articles in print and on-line by expert commentators like Elizabeth
Farrelly other planning and economic experts
-an explosion of community groups formed in reaction to poor planning
-council election results which reflected dissatisfaction with state Liberal Party policies
-thousands of submissions in opposition to the likes of the WestConnex and South-East
metro

Rather than development fatigue, people are sick of:

 conflicts of interest that potentially effect planning decisions such as developer
donations, developers on council and conflicted appointments (Dr Dearing as the North
District Commissioner and also on the Heritage Council; Ms Davis on the Heritage
Council and an Infrastructure NSW executive, Brendan Nelson as president of the
Planning Institute of Australia while working for planning in the NSW government, and
Ms Turnbull the chief Commissioner, married to the Liberal Prime Minister).



 Ongoing rhetoric about tax payers and rate payers being NIMBY s and selfish for not
accepting increased density while developers continue to make millions on speculative
land values and developments. The greed of the development industry, the way
government department departments have courted and encouraged them, and the way
communities have been treated has been nothing short of scandalous.

 Lack of any demonstrable benefit for communities from development or infrastructure
projects, but rather the opposite- increasing house prices, increasing congestion,
destruction of social and built heritage, no extra money invested into hospitals, schools,
green space.

 Threats to public transport - talks of privatisation in the GSC plans and Future Transport
strategies, privatisation of services, development of toll-ways instead of new rail or
rapid bus services.

 Lack of transparency, democratic process and good will by the NSW government in
relation to planning - wasting billions on unpopular projects, not consulting with
communities, punishing people who complain (privatising Inner West bus services,
reducing peak services to stations on the planned metro line, having residents arrested
for demonstrating against reckless heritage destruction in Randwick and Haberfield …
the list goes on).

Despite being appointed by the NSW Government, the Greater Sydney Commission is
supposed to be an independent body.
There are some issues that could effect public perception of the independence of the
commission, for example:

-the growth projections and many statistics in the plans are derived from the DPE, and many
principles, and statements are taken from the draft Urban Renewal Plans, which have been
subject to widespread criticism.

-it is also concerning to note that the merits of infrastructure projects in progress, or
planned, by the NSW Government are not questioned by the GSC, despite many being
subject to widespread criticism by the public, in the media and by experts in planning,
architecture and economics.

It is important that the GSC is perceived as an independent body. This means dispensing of
perceived conflicts of interest, and providing a plan that is merit-based and in the public
interest, not a plan that appears to summarise and co-ordinate current NSW planning,
transport and infrastructure projects and policies.
The GSC must propose and support projects that benefit communities - public transport,
green space, good design, real housing affordability strategies. The support of developer
and corporates, at the expense of communities, must stop. The GSC must look to
facilitating co-operation between communities, councils and developers with good will.



3. Infrastructure:

I am appalled that the GSC offers unqualified support for grossly flawed and heavily
criticised projects and plans of the DPE, tNSW and Infrastrcture NSW rather than presenting
a vision that truly encompasses other main objectives of the plan, especially liveability and
sustainability objectives:

 The planned F6 extension, instead of a rail upgrade to Wollongong, will be more costly
and less sustainable.

 The planned Metro conversion of the existing historic Sydenham-Bankstown line has
been given priority over the building of new rail services to the South-West.

Objective 2 states infrastructure aligns with forecast growth. A main objective of the
planned City-South Metro is to act as a catalyst for growth. We believe this is “putting the
cart before the horse.” There is widespread community opposition to the concept.

The Metro EIS and project has been criticised by many in the community, local community
groups and the local councils (Inner West and Canterbury-Bankstown) as well as state Labor
and Greens. An independent body must acknowledge and consider the widespread concerns
about major flaws with the project.

 The West-Connex acts as a deterrent for public transport upgrades along Parramatta Rd
(and was criticised by the productivity Commission over funding and governance
issues).

The draft Future Transport 2016 is also concerning in its language indicating plans for
privatising transport service provision, and it appears the GCS supports this concept.

It is important, therefore, that the GSC is seen to be acting independently, with a critical and
analytical eye, and in the public interest, not along ideological or political lines.
The State Government has displayed major failings in its infrastructure roll-out, with
widespread community opposition, and criticisms from local councils and multiple
commentators and planning experts. It has also, alarmingly, failed to act on the important
recommendations made by the Productivity Commission.



The following statement only reinforces a public perception of agencies acting together
without community input:

“The Commission neither funds nor builds infrastructure, nor does it have the legislative

ability to require others to do so. Instead, its role is to co-ordinate a whole-of-government

approach that can provide the appropriate infrastructure in the right places to support the

growing cities. In partnership with Future Transport 2056 and State Infrastructure Strategy,
this draft Plan plays a critical role in providing the basis for this collaborative approach in the

future. This alignment connects policy and investment directions for business and

community.” (Chapter 3, p 25 draft Greater Sydney Region Plan)

The GSC take an active role in providing feedback to DPE, tNSW and Infrastructure NSW so
that infrastructure projects are more carefully and transparently conceived, considered,
managed and rolled out for the public good. Some of the infrastructure projects by the
NSW government cannot be described as appropriate.

I would like the GCS to project a more objective view of state infrastructure projects and
consider supporting alternatives that better align with community expectations and
loco-regional expectations and liveability and sustainability objectives such as:
-a rail upgrade instead of the F6 extension
-a light rail/rapid bus service for Parramatta Rd as recommended by the Inner West
Council
-a new rail line or underground metro for areas not currently serviced by rail in south-west
Sydney, instead of a Metro conversion to Bankstown, as recommended by Eco-Transit.

4. Collaboration

The Commission’s close alliance with the DPE and the planning minister, and with tNSW tars
it with the same brush - that planning policies will continue to put the interests of
developers and large corporations ahead of the people.
Infrastructure projects have been costly and rolled out without public input (in fact, often
with great public opposition).
The recent GSC forums were poorly attended, reflecting this lack of engagement.
The South District forum was held in Penshurst, which is a long distance from where a lot of
growth is planned, around Canterbury. Of the 40 or so people expected to attend, only 25 or
so turned up, and the district Commissioner arrived more than an hour late. I understand
only 5 people attended the North district forum, indicating it would have been
out-numbered by staff.
There have been similar poor turn-outs at Urban Renewal and Metro drop-in sessions.



In the draft Greater Sydney Plan, Chapter 3, Objective 5 states:

‘benefits of growth realised by collaboration of governments, community and business’.
‘Engagement with the community and stakeholders is central to all collaboration and is
addressed in Objective 8 and Objective 9.’

Unfortunately Objectives 8 and 9 do not address collaboration.

Local communities are engaged in planning when they feel they have a genuine voice.
They respond better to factual exchanges rather than glossy propaganda. There have been
large turn-outs, for example, at Better Planning Network forums, Sydenham-Bankstown
Alliance forums, and the Canterbury Road review by the Canterbury Bankstown Council
(when under administration). These forums have aimed to inform and empower people
rather then convince them on unpopular policy.

It is also important to engage with local councils rather then threaten them with
unpopular legislative burdens or housing targets.

5. Liveability

A key concern for communities is growth, and projections suggested by the DPE and the GSC
are out of proportion to what communities view as fair or sustainable, especially for “priority
growth” areas. This does not convince us that the there will be a delivery of “benefits more
equally and equitably across Greater Sydney.’
The plan does not address strategies for decentralisation or regionalisation, even though
strategies to encourage growth outside of Sydney would likely improve liveability in the city
and in regional areas. i

The mechanisms for ensuring good design, ample green space, increased tree canopy cover
and infrastructure are not obvious.

Addressing housing affordability is viewed within the narrow confines of rental targets and
the criticised Berejiklian policy. It was disturbing to read in the SMH recently that the NSW
government lists increasing property values as one of the 13 KPI's to measure the success of
the City-East light rail.



Housing supply

I am concerned by the statement in the draft plan (p.50):

‘The 0–5-year housing supply targets are a minimum and councils will need to find additional
opportunities to exceed their target to address demand.’

Urban renewal has become a dirty word, as is has become synonymous with the up-zoning
of quiet low-rise neighbourhoods, heritage destruction and developer profits. The DPE has
only ever offered densification, not renewal, plans.
The renaming of “priority precincts” to “planned precincts” does not negate their intent - to
force high density living into low-rise suburban areas.

‘The catalytic impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro Northwest and Sydney Metro
City & Southwest’ will serve private operators and developer above local residents.

It appears that developers will continue to profit above communities from the planned
growth. The GSC appears to place faith in the DPE and developers to provide housing stock
of sufficient quantity and quality. There appear to be no plans to mandate minimum quotas
of affordable or social housing in developments. The DPE’s draft medium Density Guide in
insufficient to ensure quality design and was another mechanism for reducing local input
into developments.

Heritage

One of the biggest concerns with growth and development has been heritage loss. The NSW
government has a poor record of heritage appreciation, has been responsible for widely
criticised heritage losses (figs in Randwick, Federation homes in Haberfield, the only
remaining residential Art Deco tower in the city etc) , and has at the same time weakened
heritage legislative protections.
The great cities of the world boast great history as well. Rome, Paris, Venice, London, new
York…. Retaining and maintaining heritage environments, buildings, street-scapes and
neighbourhoods adds value to cities. Knocking down heritage and “interpreting” this art
works is a poor excuse for heritage preservation. (“encouraging contemporary interpretation
of heritage where possible” does not meet the pub test for heritage maintenance.)

The planned Metro conversion of the Sydenham-Bankstown Corridor threatens massive
irreversible heritage destruction at a state significant and local level. The WestConnex has
already been responsible for unforgivable state-significant losses.



Delivering ‘Great places’

The DPE and the GSC will not deliver or create great places, unless there is an understanding
of the great places that already exist. The Chief Commissioner, for example, did not know of
the many Federation homes in Haberfield being demolished in 2017, despite widespread
community outrage.
The DPE's Urban Renewal Strategies were also widely condemned as they presented plans
that were totally out of touch with community expectations, did not consider local character
and proposed inappropriate development referred to as renewal.

Growth should be encouraged in areas that want it and in collaboration with communities
and local government.
Unless there is widespread community support, priority precincts should be abandoned.
Decentralisation strategies should be part of Sydney’s plan.
Housing supply, and affordability, should take into account foreign investment, negative
gearing, empty dwellings, and developed profit.
Large developments should provide a certain percentage of affordable, social and rental
housing. We agree with the GSC that there need to be affordable rental targets for all
precincts.
The “Nightingale” model of development, where builder, architect and future owners
collaborate on design, has merit for sustainability, affordability and liveability objectives.

Heritage protections need to be strengthened and gold-standard heritage principles (such
as the Burra Charter) should be applied to urban planning and for major infrastructure
projects - heritage preservation and maintenance should take priority over
“interpretation”; doing as much as is necessary but as little as possible to heritage places is
our expectation.
A full heritage analysis of all areas being considered for rezoning or large-scale
development should be undertaken.

6. Sustainability

The importance of green spaces, tree canopy cover and the protection of natural
environments are addressed in the draft plans, but again in insufficient detail.

There needs to be an audit of Sydney’s tree canopy cover and this should be increased
each year in live with developments.
All developments that reduce green space should have to engage in environmental off-set
schemes that provide green space or tree cover locally.
The minimum level of green space for all communities needs to be increased to meet
liveability and sustainability objectives.
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